Lady Midnight
Chapters 24-25
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3 This color light came out of what Malcolm had sent Julian
5 Diana had gone to this person for information
6 Convergences are places out of ____ and ______
9 Malcolm had been working with this person
13 Diana was given a ___ to get through the circle
14 The candelabra could also be called this
18 _______ shadowhunters do not frighten Malcolm
20 The light was meant to knock out all _____ so that they cannot
contact the Clave or Conclave
23 Malcolm’s magic was this color
24 This person had shown Emma how to stand so she could never be
knocked down
25 This shattered when Julian opened what Malcolm had sent
27 The knife that Malcolm was going to use was made out of this metal
28 Mark had seen that signal before when he was at this location
29 The only thing that could break the circle
31 Malcolm did a favor for the UnSeelie King in exchange for the _____
33 Kieran says that Julian is not gentle, but has a _______
35 The ﬁrst person that the group sees in the cave
37 This type of circle was drawn around Tavvy
38 Emma used this to cut Tavvy’s chains

1 The Followers all had broken _____
2 Malcolm killed Emma’s parents as an ______
3 Emma had struck this when she tried to stab Malcolm
4 This weapon worked the best on the Followers
7 Iarlath had previously been allied with this person
8 This person drew an iratze on Ty
10 Only a hand that has taken this can go on the candelabra
11 There are no runes to mend grief or a _____
12 A Centurion medallion has this motto on it
15 Magnus, Ragnor, Catarina, and Tessa had been ______ by
shadowhunters according to Malcolm
16 This person had been spying through the roof
17 The name of Kieran’s horse
19 Julian draws two runes on Mark, courage and this
21 A piece of glass had cut Ty on the back of his _____
22 Tavvy wore a shirt with this graphic on it
26 Malcolm gave this to Dru to give to Julian
30 The light was unseelie magic, but not ____ in nature
32 Each point on the candelabra had this on it
34 Julian puts this rune on Emma’s arm
36 The Clave is afraid of this

